NATIONAL DEBT & DEFICIT SOLUTION

THE NATIONAL DEBT & DEFICIT FEE
Associated with MiddleClassCapitalism.com

Demand that the President and Congress Enact the National Debt Deficit Solution
NOW! It completely eliminates the National Debt and Deficit! And it is easy to do!
This is How THE NATIONAL DEBT & DEFICIT FEE will work:
As an example, a simple $.05 National Debt Deficit Fee on every USA stock trade
will eliminate the national debt in just 10 years, and will balance the entire federal
budget in just a few years. It will generate about $2.1 Trillion dollars annually
based on USA 2016 Stock Value of $42.071 Trillion traded. This amount of Stock
Value will statistically and normally increase with stock values, even with periodic
lows in the market. (Source: TheWorldTradeBank.com).
FEE FAIRNESS AND EQUITY
FAIRNESS: We ALL pay $.05 or more in fees (tax dollars) on almost every product
and service we all purchase now. Its time those benefiting most, particularly the
wealthy receiving massive tax dollar benefits, pay a small fee of only $.05 for the
financial products and tax benefits and tax loopholes they receive from stocks
they purchase. This will provide the revenues necessary to eliminate the National
Debt, and balance the federal budget now and for future generations. It will then
provide the required additional revenues, along with current revenues, to provide
and preserve Medicare, Social Security, Healthcare, Infrastructure, Military and
National Security, and all other funding needs of the federal government.
EQUITY: These fees applied to ALL stock trades provides an equitable and
balanced stock trading field. There will be no negative stock or market effects of
this fee. We ALL pay $.05 or more fees (tax dollars) on almost every product and
service we all purchase now. There is no good reason Congress should not
include a fee on stock trades to eliminate national debt and deficits, and preserve
and protect our national security, and our financial, healthcare, cyber and social
security for America or any Democratic global trade country.

CONTACT THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS NOW
and SIGN THE PETITION
Contact the President and Congress to demand action NOW! And, contact us at
the email address below. Your support to accomplish this critical goal will be
included on a petition for this National Debt and Deficit Fee. It demands the
Congress and President to immediately enact the National Debt and Deficit
Solution NOW! It completely eliminates the National Debt and Deficit!

This website sponsored by and associated with MiddleClassCapitalism.com.
Contact NewMiddleClassCapitalism@gmail.com to provide a message and include
your name and support of the petition.

